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Abstract—This paper introduces a new method to ensure spatial memory safety using vector operations supported by an existing architecture. The proposed scheme with "L4 Pointers" uses special 128-bit pointers to support the safety of pointer arithmetic operations. It uses vector operations in the commonly used architecture to encode the metadata of each memory chunk. We also introduce a prototype of the L4 pointer based on the LLVM. Experimental results show that our L4 pointer method shows better performance than existing spatial memory safety supports, while maintaining the atomicity of the pointer arithmetic operations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Buffer overflows are well-known vulnerabilities of C/C++ programs. Although the security problems caused by buffer overflow seem too old to consider these days, they are still notorious [1]. Researchers and practitioners have investigated various approaches to support spatial memory safety to prevent buffer overflow, but some issues remain to be solved. First, the overhead of updating pointers with safety support is not negligible for practical usage. Second, updating pointers and bound information should be atomic, because they would lead to false negative errors in multi-threading environment, otherwise. For instance, Intel MPX [2] has a false negative problem in a multithreading environment because with the separate bound information table, it fails to support atomic updates of pointers and bound information. Third, finding an effective way to store the appropriate bound information is not straightforward. We call these various forms of bound information "metadata."

This study proposes a new method called L4 Pointers to prevent a buffer overflow, focusing on the above issues. The L4 Pointer uses similar approaches to fat [3] and delta pointers [4] to resolve these issues. A fat pointer is a pointer enlarged with the corresponding metadata such as bound information, while a delta pointer embeds metadata in the pointer itself without increasing the size of the pointer variable.

However, traditional fat pointers are limited in that they do not support the atomicity of the update operation; updating both the pointer and metadata, and performing memory bound checks, inherently require multiple operations, which will cause problems in multi-thread applications. To overcome this nonatomic update problem, recently proposed fat pointers used special operations of newly introduced hardware architectures. However, currently, such a new hardware has not been widely accepted, thus it is difficult to envision that this approach will be dominant in practice in the near future.

However, delta pointers support atomic updates of a pointer with its metadata. However, the delta pointer uses only the upper 32 bits of a pointer for metadata, while the lower 32 bits are used for a virtual address, which is not sufficient for either; 32 bits for bound information allow only upper bound checks, and 32 bits for a virtual address might cause compatibility problems.

The proposed L4 Pointer method mainly uses the delta pointer approach to support atomicity in pointer updates and multiple-thread. Based on 128-bit pointers, the L4 Pointer reserves sufficient space to store metadata and the pointer itself. Depending only on the vector operations and 128-bit registers that most hardware architectures support [5], we expect the L4 Pointer to be preferred in real-world usage. Basically, our contributions include the following.

• This paper presents the design and implementation of prototype of L4 Pointer, which provides sufficient metadata storage space, to support both upper and lower bound checks against buffer overflows.
• The proposed L4 Pointer provides atomic operations of the pointer and metadata.
• The proposed L4 Pointer works on commonly used architectures such as Intel processors and ARM processors. The target architecture of the prototype of L4 Pointer is Intel x86.

II. L4 POINTER

To use the L4 Pointer, a normal pointer of 64 bits is expanded to consecutive 128 bits. Metadata is stored in the upper 64 bits, of which the upper and low bounds evenly share. It is significantly similar to delta pointers [4], except that the metadata of a delta pointer is 32 bits long, which is too short to hold both the upper and lower bounds. To handle 128-bit long pointers and manipulate metadata and pointers atomically, the L4 pointer uses vector operations and vector registers...
Unfortunately, the most commonly used architectures such as X86 and ARM provide these facilities. More details are provided below.

A. Layout of L4 Pointer

The layout of L4 pointer is illustrated in Fig. 1. As aforementioned, the upper 64 bits of the L4 pointer are used to store metadata, whereas the lower 64 bits are used for the virtual address. The upper 64 bits are divided in half, the upper 32 bits are used for upper-bound storage, and the lower 32 bits are used for lower-bound storage. In each of the 32 bits, bound information is stored only in 31 bits, and the highest 1 bit is used as a flag.

B. Pointer Arithmetic

We assumed that the vector operations and 128-bit registers are provided by the architecture to enable the operation of the 128-bit pointers. For instance, an integer value is added to a pointer (like ‘p+0x18 ’ where p is a pointer), the integer value (for instance, 0x18 in ‘p+0x18’) is also expanded to 128 bits to align to the 128-bit long pointer p. Note that the value to be added is copied to the upper and lower bounds as well as to the virtual address area. Because the newly created L4 Pointer cannot load/store from/to the address by itself, conversion between an L4 Pointer and a normal pointer is necessary, as depicted in Fig. 2. If overflow/underflow occurs, the highest bit of 'RESULT_ADDRESS' is set to 1, and the memory management unit (MMU) generates an exception.

C. Example of L4 Pointer

The pointer arithmetic operations use special registers. The prototype of the L4 Pointer is currently operating on an Intel x86 [5]. Special registers called the XMM registers of Intel x86 are 128-bit long, and used for vector or float calculations. Fig. 3 shows the pointer operation process in the x86 instruction. The instructions 'movaps' and 'paddq' are used instead of 'mov' and 'add' and are used for the XMM registers. The calculated value was then set in the XMM0 register, and the next operation is performed using the 'paddq' instruction. The result of the operation is stored in the XMM1 register and memory.

III. IMPLEMENTATIONS

Currently, the prototype of the L4 pointer is implemented using the LLVM 12.0.0 [6]. However, it cannot support double pointer and structure members that are of the pointer type yet, which we are currently working on. We use the XMM registers and related operations in the Intel x86 architecture.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We measured the performance overhead by running the Dedup PARSEC benchmark package [7]. We used Intel i9-7900X machines with 10 cores at 3.30 GHz and 64 GB of memory. The results are presented in I, depicting that the L4 Pointer does not incur significant overhead during execution. Currently, it does not cover all pointers, which means that even a smaller overhead is expected in the future.
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